
LASER ANIMATION
A N  I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  P I E T E R J A N

R U Y S C H

How To Draw With Light. This laser animation
will blow your mind!

LASER
PROJECTIONS ON

BUILDINGS
H O W  T O  B R I N G  A  B U I L D I N G  T O  L I F E

We talk with Tim Walsh 
From Laser Spectacless
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How To Photograph A Laser
With Rad Drobny

PLANETARIUM LASER
LIGHT SHOWS

F R O M  L A S E R  F L O Y D  A N D  L A S E R  Z E P P E L I N

Doug McCullough will amaze you



Welcome

As we face yet another challenging month with the disruption of shows and events, it is
great to be reminded of success and our latest batch of interview will surely brighten up
your day!

If  you are opening ArgonTV Magazine for the 1st time, you are absolutely in the right
place...

Our goal here is to bring together laser and event talent from all over the world, we share
tips from readers, industry issues and also offer a platform for you to share (show off) your
recent projects.

We want you to see ArgonTV as a tool to help you grow your business and to be a leader in
the industry.

What is the point of having a business if know one knows about you, so use this as a digital
calling card you can show your prospects and clients!

It is my sincerest hope, that through ArgonTV, you have an incredible resource to stay
informed of the latest technologies and news in our industry.

May our light always shine bright...

WOW is it one month already?

How time flies when you are having fun!

In this, the 2nd episode of ArgonTV Magazine we bring you
some great interviews from Pieterjan Ruysch, Tim Walsh,
Rad Drobny and Doug McCullough..... 

Tim Bennett & Jane Ido
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LASER ANIMATION

Laser Animation has long been a fascination
for many laserists for many years...

The fact that you can actually draw with light is
something that is amazing and unique...

So when I had the chance to talk with Pieterjan,
who is a professional laser animator, I jumped
at the chance.

In this (excuse the pun...) animated discussion,
Peterjan shares not only how he got started
working with laser, but also the tools he uses.

Starting while he was at school, he has turned
his passion into a full time career which has
allowed him to work with some of the greatest
talents in the laser world.

 Being a digital animator rather than a paper
animator, Pieterjan uses programs such as 3D
Studio Max, Paint Tools, Adobe Flash and
others.

He is also an avid animatronics fan and you will
see how he combines both into his life.

Drawing With Light!
Click Here For The Full Interview

https://argonanimation.com/laser-animation/
https://argonanimation.com/laser-animation/
https://argonanimation.com/laser-animation/


Add a little bit of body text

https://www.laseros.com/ref/argontim/
https://www.laseros.com/ref/argontim/


IS YOUR
LASER SHOW

SAFE?

FIND OUT
WITH

ROBERTA!

I 

ENTERTAINMENT EVENT LASER SAFETY
CONSIDERATIONS

By Roberta L McHatton, LSO
Owner/Consultant, Laser Safety Services LLC

Email: roberta@lasersafetyservices.com

Introduction:

Congratulations on deciding to add lasers to your next event!!! 

Laser effects will bring excitement, pizzazz, and class to your
special event in a multitude of ways.

Laser light can be defined as ‘beam’ work with choreographed
sweeping, dancing laser beam sequences that reach out and
embrace your audience in a way that no other lighting effects
can do and/or laser light can bring neon-like bright light to your
client’s logos and/or graphics that will make an audience gasp
with delight.

When used properly lasers add the kind of magic to events /
productions that viewers will long remember.



Fun Fact: Did you know the word laser is an acronym?

Light Amplified by the Stimulated Emission of Radiation = LASER

A Bit of History:

It was Albert Einstein who first imagined the concept of the electro-magnetic spectrum which
include light waves and coined the word ‘laser’. 

But it was not until on May 16, 1960 when the first laser was invented by Theodore H. Maiman, a
physicist at Hughes Research Laboratories in Malibu, Calif., who constructed the first laser using a
cylinder of synthetic ruby 1 cm in diameter and 2 cm long.
 
That laser emitted a lovely red-light beam. 

The laser was an invention that needed an application.

What do you think the first application of lasers were? 

Was it used for medical purposes, industrial, military or……for artistic purposes? 

As it happened that beautiful laser light had immediate appeal to artists worldwide. 

While the scientific community floundered for ‘practical’ uses of laser light the artistic community
embraced this new, exciting very unusual medium with enthusiasm. 

The public was introduced to lasers via art, sculpture and holography exhibitions long before we
humans used lasers on Mars to analyze that planet for potential life forms or for communication
purposes or for medical purposes.

Fun Fact: Why is it ironic that one of the most common medical uses for lasers is known as LASIK
eye surgery? 

Because the greatest safety concern when using lasers is the biological hazard laser light presents to
the eye.

DO NOT LOOK INTO
LASER WITH REMAINING EYE...



Because of laser light physical properties – it is monochromatic, coherent and directional – laser
light can deliver a great deal of energy in a very small area. 

In order for us to ‘see’ laser light for entertainment purposes we are often using Class 3B and Class
4 lasers. 

Lasers are classified to indicate the degree of risk; the ability of the beam to cause damage to the
eye or skin. 

Class 4 lasers are high powered lasers (>500mW) which are hazardous to the eye when viewed
directly or diffusely. 

In addition to potential to biological hazards (eye and skin) Class  4 lasers present a potential fire
hazard. 

The problem is that entertainment laser effects are so beautiful 
that we often forget there are hazards associated with
them.

Safety Concerns:

What is the big deal about using lasers for entertainment purposes anyway?

Fun Fact: Did you know that when using lasers for entertainment/display in the USA that a laser show
company is required to apply for a ‘variance’ from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)? 

Here is the FDA website about Laser Light Shows

Fun Fact: Do not look into the laser beam with your remaining eye!!! 

Check out this video Dumb Ways to Blind Yourself on YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6ejwtuOf-0

https://argonanimation.com/laser-safety-guidelines/
https://www.fda.gov/Radiation-%20EmittingProducts/RadiationEmittingProductsandProcedures/HomeBusinessandEnte%20rtainment/ucm118907.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6ejwtuOf-0


This really is no joke! 

While the eye is the most regenerative organ in the human body by directly viewing a laser
beam the lens of your eye becomes a magnifying glass – with an optical gain of 100,000! 

The result is that laser light will cause a permanent burn spot (scotoma) by exploding the
rods and cones lining the retina.

One can actually hear them ‘pop’ – which sound like a volcano in your head! 

Know that you cannot blink fast enough (called the human aversion response) to protect
yourself from a Class 4 exposure.

Ok so this is an extreme example – technicians who are working on a laser
projector with the protective cover off are the most likely to incur this sort of
injury. 

There are some are very simple basic steps (procedures) a trained operator
must follow to prevent the risks associated with lasers. 

Stay tuned for more on laser safety in our next issue!



Training Corner

Character Design and Rigging Tutorials
Lip Syncing Techniques in Toon Boom Animate
Walk and Run Cycles Tutorial
Four Leg Walk Cycles Tutorial
Animation Exercises
Stick Men Animations
Limited Time Offer – Two Animate Character Packs!

Check it out here

https://www.bloopanimation.com/animation-for-beginners-book/ref/46/
https://cartoonsmart.com/toon-boom-animate-animation-video-tutorial-bundle-for-subscribers/ref/1944
https://cartoonsmart.com/toon-boom-animate-animation-video-tutorial-bundle-for-subscribers/ref/1944
https://cartoonsmart.com/toon-boom-animate-animation-video-tutorial-bundle-for-subscribers/ref/1944
https://cartoonsmart.com/toon-boom-animate-animation-video-tutorial-bundle-for-subscribers/ref/1944


☢ � How A Laser Works - Part 2

In part one of How Lasers Work, I explained how
electrons get excited when hit by photons.

I further explained the release of a photon by the
electron.

Stimulated emission occurs.

A photon raises from a lower state to a new higher state.

When a new incoming photon collides with the electron,
the electron drops to a lower state releasing a photon of
matching phase.

This process repeats.

The 2 photons can collide with 2 new electrons.

There would now be 4 photons.

Then 8, then 16 and so on until you have a massive
increase in photons.

This is a healthy laser and you should get as excited as
the electron!

Not all photons react the same way.

There are 3 possible scenarios:

1) The photon goes near the electron, but is not
absorbed by the electron. It does nothing;

2) The photon enters the electron and passes through it;

3) Stimulated emission occurs (as explained in Part 1).

As a result, you can have 2 photons exit, 1 photon exit or
none.

This can cause a problem: If there are not enough
photons generated, stimulated emission will not occur.

The electrons need stimulation to give out protons.

We must create a state that ensures 1 proton in and 2
protons out.In other words, stimulated emission.

The higher state must contain more electrons than
ground state. 

When we achieve this, we can say we have a population
inversion.

This creates more excited electrons than unexcited and
ensures the photon doubling.

This might not always happen and we may 'run out' of
excited electrons.

To ensure stimulated emission, a process called
pumping must happen.Pumping is as it sounds.

Pumping energy into the system excites the electrons to
release more photons.

This forces stimulated emission.Although this is a
simplified process, now you have a better understanding
of how a laser works. ☢ �

Watch out for Part 3 ✅✳ ✅

How
Lasers
Work -
Part 2



Laser Projections On Buildings
Laser Projection Mapping

Tim Walsh From Laser Spectacles Brings
Buldings To Life

Click Here To See The Full Interview

https://argonanimation.com/laser-projection-on-buildings/




Tim Walsh from Laser Spectacles is a legend in
the laser industry...

When it comes to projecting on buildings he is a
guy who knows what he is doing...

To See More Of Tim's Amazing Laser Projections
===> Visit Here <===

https://argonanimation.com/laser-projection-on-buildings/


If you have ever been at a laser show and excitedly taken a photo of the most
amazing laser show....

Only to be disappointed by the terrible photo or video you have...

Then  this interview with Rad Drobny of RadLab Laser Systems is for you...

Click here to here the full interview

How To Photograph A 
Laser Beam

By Rad Drobny

https://argonanimation.com/laser-photography/
https://argonanimation.com/laser-photography/
https://argonanimation.com/laser-photography/


See The Full Laser Photography Story Here

Don't Have Disappointed
Clients - Ask Rad

After a show, quite often the only thing a client has is a great
memory...

If you can give them amazing photos and videos they will be really impressed with you and
give you more business and recommend you. 

This is the philosophy of Ran Drobny...

As an expert in laser photography, he knows how to impress a client

Cameras are expensive and the last thing you want is your camera (or worse on of the
press) destroyed by a laser beam going in the lens.

Rad explains how to avoid this and much more as he shares his camera setting secrets...

Also discover the best cellphone to use for laser photography

https://argonanimation.com/laser-photography/


If you would like to
be featured in

ArgonTV...

Then Click Here To Reserve

https://forms.gle/hLhqh6JwY1eYkqnb6


Planetarium Laser Light Shows 
From Laser Floyd To Six Flags In 60 Minutes

This Journey Will Amaze You!

Click Here To See The Full Interview

https://argonanimation.com/planetarium-laser-light-show/
https://argonanimation.com/planetarium-laser-light-show/


https://argonanimation.com/planetarium-laser-light-show/
https://argonanimation.com/planetarium-laser-light-show/
https://argonanimation.com/planetarium-laser-light-show/


When Doug agreed to share his story with us, I had no idea   we would go on a journey
from 1960 that would include Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Laser Floyd, Laser Hendrix and
Planetarium Laser Light Shows...

The history in this story will amaze you! 

What does a Jesuit Priest, Colour Organ, A Russian Composer, Thomas Wilfred, Lumia,
Psychedelic light shows, The Smithsonia, Indian Chakras, and the Dueling Banjos all have in
common?

They are all connected to Doug in some way and part of one of the most exciting laser
discussions I have had recently...

If You Love Laser Click Here For The Story

Doug McCullough
The Real Laser Man

If you think you know lasers.... Think again!!! !
Doug's story will excite your brain...

https://argonanimation.com/planetarium-laser-light-show/
https://argonanimation.com/planetarium-laser-light-show/


Laser  Rotoscop ing
T h e  A r t  O f  M a k i n g  A n i m a t i o n

A Guide To Making Animation Without An Animator - For Free

Rotoscoping is an animation technique that animators use to trace over motion
picture footage, frame by frame, to produce realistic action. 

Originally, animators projected photographed live-action movie images onto a glass panel
and traced over the image. 

This projection equipment is referred to as a rotoscope, developed by Polish-American
animator Max Fleischer in 1915.

Originally conceived as a short-cut to animating, the rotoscope process proved time
consuming due to the precise and laborious nature of tracing.

Rotoscoping has been used in Popeye, Betty Boop, Snow White to name just a few.

More recently in Gulliver’s Travels, Accidents will happen (Elvis Costello), Take On Me (Aha),
Money for Nothing (Dire Straits) and many many more.

Rotoscoping can be very helpful for someone who needs a laser animation, but has no
access to an animator!

One of the tools I use for rotoscoping is VLC.

With VLC you can run video footage and have it output as single frames.

You can then open the video frames in your laser software and create laser animation.
It is a painfully slow process, but it has saved my day a couple of times.

In this tutorial I will show you how to create the frames in VLC.

Download here for Mac: https://www.videolan.org/vlc/download-macosx.html
Download Here For Window: https://www.videolan.org/vlc/download-windows.html

This Tutorial is For Mac (I am sure Windows is Similar)

Before you start, create a directory, name it and copy the file path (The frames will go here
later) In the example below I have a directory called “test”.

https://www.videolan.org/vlc/download-macosx.html
https://www.videolan.org/vlc/download-windows.html


Laser  Rotoscop ing
T h e  A r t  O f  M a k i n g  A n i m a t i o n

Now The Fun Begins...

1 - Open VLC (See images on next page)

2 - Click On ‘Preferences’

3 - Click on 'Show All' at the lower left part of the window

4 - Open or Expand ‘Video’

5 - Open or Expand 'Filters'

6 - Click on 'Scene Filter'

7 - Change format to bmp
      - Leave image width as -1
      - Leave image height as -1
      - Filename prefix - Put any name you want here (I used “Test”)
      - Enter the directory path here (This is the directory you created)
      - Select “Always write to same file’ - This is optional
      - Recording ratio - Set as required. (I set it at every 5th frame to be copied)

      - Click Save

8 - Close VLC

9 - Restart VLC select video to be rotoscoped and play
As you play frames will be copied to the directory

10 - Remember to delete these settings and save once finished or every video you play in
VLC will be saved as frames.

I hope this helps you create better animation.

Lastly remember to respect copyright!

Tim Bennett

2



Laser  Rotoscop ing
T h e  A r t  O f  M a k i n g  A n i m a t i o n3



The  Ga l lery
A  S e l e c t i o n  O f  P h o t o s  F r o m  E x p e r t s

This photo was at the Dash Berlin Laser Show

Jose said "in this photo many things happen at the same time and I love it!"

Photo by: Jose Luis Medellin
Of JL Laser

 



Tobias Gebuhr
Lasershow-Creation

info@lasershow-creation.com
http://www.lasershow-creation.com

https://www.facebook.com/Lasershowcreation

http://www.lasershow-creation.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Lasershowcreation


It was a shot I took from one of the many weddings we did.. was going for a
artsy look incorporating the glass

No real story behind it other than it's some artsy shots I took for the memory
But i do like that shot

Photo by Rad Drobny

https://facebook.com/Radlablasers

https://facebook.com/Radlablasers


Photo shows 'crossing beams” and was taken during one of my laser shows to the
song "Come and get it” by Krewella. 

My mission is to create laser shows that people could "see” the music with light. 

More projects on Jarecky Youtube
Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcXNh6Jh3EaA7tXCRqI3cvQ

Photo by: Jarek Kral
https://www.facebook.com/jarek.kral.13

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcXNh6Jh3EaA7tXCRqI3cvQ
https://www.facebook.com/jarek.kral.13


Lasers • Glass • Mirrors • H20 No Photoshop  Made in my closet.
Setup details:- 
RGB projector through glass dish (Lumia) refocused by 1" glass ball for background-
488nm (blue) x2 beams coming down from upper front, through 50 lines/mm
diffraction gratings, off 1st surface mirrors- 505nm (water green) through star field
diffraction grating- 2 beams going horizontally 405nm (violet) 638nm bottom (red)-
1st surface mirrors salvaged from rear projection TVs or from @colorfulscopes

Photo by: Lewie Wilkinson
https://www.facebook.com/lewie.wilkinson

https://www.facebook.com/lewie.wilkinson


Artist Saad Lamjarred performing on his last 10 millions vues movie clip. 

Made with « Laaris Box One » Interactive Laser controller.

Photo submitted by: Theo Dari

https://www.facebook.com/theo.dari

Nate

https://www.facebook.com/theo.dari


This shot is from Rikardo Ledman with LASERMAN UK

Rikardo is in the middle of programming new dynamic shows for release next
month...

This is a sneak preview!

Watchout for a full story here on ArgonTV very soon....

Photo supplied by: Rikardo Ledman
https://www.facebook.com/spiderweb.artist

https://www.facebook.com/spiderweb.artist


Lasermapping in combination with videomapping and lasershow by KVANT SHOW
PRODUCTION. 

We used KVANT lasers Spectrum 20W.

Showdesigner: Rudolf Střitecký

Venue: Mikulov (Czech republic)

https://www.kvantlasers.sk/

https://www.kvantlasers.sk/
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To Contact ArgonTV

argonanimation@gmail.com

Website: www.argonanimation.com

To Be Featured in ArgonTV Magazine or to
advertise here contact us at
argonanimation@gmail.com

Disclaimer: All rights reserved. No part of this magazine or content may be
reproduced or used without the written permission of the publisher: Argon Animation Inc.
All information contained in this magazine is for information only, and is, as far as we are
aware, correct at the time of going to press. The views, ideas, comments, and opinions
expressed in this publication are solely of the writers, interviewees, press agencies, and
manufacturers and do not represent the views of the editor or the publisher. Whilst every
care is taken to ensure the accuracy and honesty in both editorial and advertising content
at press time, the publisher will not be liable for any inaccuracies or losses incurred.
Readers are advised to contact manufacturers and retailers directly with regard to the
price of products/services referred to in this magazine. If you submit material to us, you
automatically grant Argon Animation Inc a license to publish your submission in whole or
in part in all editions of the magazine, including licensed editions worldwide and in any
physical or digital format throughout the world. ©2020

https://argonanimation.com/

